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Summary
It is well known that VHDL synthesis systems do not accept the complete IEEE Std 1076-1987/1993. The intention of this paper is to learn about the necessity of synthesis guidelines, or more precise their irrelevance. Most VHDL users are familiar with the problem that a given synthesisable VHDL description for synthesis system X is probably not accepted by synthesis system Y. For reasoning about a VHDL description an intermediate format based on single token graphs is used. This intermediate language, that is developed in the ESPRIT SPRITE Project 2260, is called SIL: Sprite Input Language [KL92].

It is not the intention to show how the complete VHDL language is translated to SIL. A simple example is used to show that different VHDL descriptions with the same behaviour will indeed result in the same SIL graph, hence in the same hardware. The mapping of a SIL graph to hardware is outside the scope of this paper.

1. Introduction
Figure 1 shows the use of SIL as an intermediate representation between specification languages and silicon compilers. In case VHDL is used as specification language, VHDL constructs are translated to SIL; except the ‘delay’ related topics in VHDL. Currently most synthesis systems use a semantic approach when they accept a VHDL source file for synthesis. E.g., the statement “wait until clk=1” often means that signal clk is a clock input of a flipfip. Often only a subset of VHDL is accepted by a synthesis system: the synthesis guidelines. However it is possible to have a VHDL description with the previous statement that has no memory effect at all.

In our approach we use a syntax based translation: we do not interpret statements during translation. SIL is a convenient format to perform transformations on. Since we do not interpret the VHDL source file during the translation to SIL it is necessary that the delta delay mechanism is also translated to the SIL graph. First a short introduction of SIL is given. Then it is globally shown how VHDL is translated to SIL. Finally we will illustrate that indeed different VHDL descriptions result in the same graph using a VHDL description of a ‘wire’ as an example.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification languages:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELLA, VHDL C, SILAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silicon compilers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piramid Cathedral, PHIDEO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1: SIL, an intermediate between specification languages and silicon compilers
2. An introduction to SIL

A complete description of SIL is found in [Kl92]. SIL is a graph that contains nodes and edges between nodes. SIL is based on the single token flow concept. During an implicit clock period each node fires exactly once. If a node has input access points then it only fires if on each input access point a token is received (an exception is the delay node that will be discussed later).

Two kinds of nodes can be recognised:
- primitive nodes
- hierarchical nodes

---

![A logical and node (a primitive node)](image)

**Figure 2:** A logical and node (a primitive node)

The behavior of primitive nodes is defined in the language. Hierarchical nodes contain primitive nodes or hierarchical nodes. Even recursion of hierarchical nodes is allowed.

Two kinds of edges are used in a SIL description:
- data flow edges
- sequence edges

Data flow edges contain the data (in a token) that goes from an output access point of a node to an input access point of a node. Sequence edges are only used to force an ordering of execution. If there is a sequence edge pointing from node $i$ to node $j$, then node $j$ fires after node $i$ has fired.

The node in figure 2 is an example of a primitive node, the and node. After both tokens have been received at the input of the node an output token is produced that contains the logical and of both input tokens. A primitive node may be decorated with sequence edges and conditions (the latter is discussed later).

In figure 3 for a piece of sequential VHDL code the SIL graph is given. Due to the sequential order the first statement is executed before the second statement, i.e. there is a sequence edge (the dashed line) between the two and nodes.

In this description the second node may only fire if the tokens from the data flow inputs and sequence input are received. Notice that in this example the sequence edge can be removed (a transformation on the SIL graph) since the data flow edge $d$ guarantees the correct ordering of execution.

A node can also have a condition access point. Figure 4 illustrates the use of such an access point. The value received at input access point $c$ depends on the condition $cond$. In a SIL graph a node can be decorated with a condition access point. These condition access points are small circles attached to a node for a true-condition and a small bullet for a false-condition. A true-condition gives a grant upon the reception of the value true, and a deny upon the reception of
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![SIL graph for a piece of sequential VHDL code](image)

**Figure 3:** SIL graph for a piece of sequential VHDL code

![SIL graph with conditions](image)

**Figure 4:** SIL graph with conditions

5.2
the value false. A false-condition has the opposite behaviour. Execution of a conditional node is granted if it receives a grant upon all its conditions, otherwise the execution is denied. If the condition input cond fires a true then the logical and of both inputs should be received at input access point c, otherwise the logical or of both inputs. However, it is required that each output access point exactly fires once, e.g., what token should node 2 fire if the condition is true? Hence, an empty token! A node with a condition access point is the only node that can fire an empty token and it fires an empty token if and only if the conditions are not fulfilled.

In figure 4 also merging of data flow edges is shown at input c of node 3. In case of a join of more than one data flow edge, the value that is used is the last non-empty value that is received at the access point. If all received tokens are empty the used value is an arbitrary element of the type. When the value of the edge is empty an arbitrary value of the type is taken.

For the previous example exactly one of the nodes node 1 and node 2 fires an non-empty value so the received value at the input access point of node 3 has always the same value as in the VHDL code.

Figure 5 shows a more complex example in which the sequence edges are necessary. Analysing the VHDL code it is easy to show that the condition part is superfluous. Let us now see how this is detected using transformations on the SIL graph. The VHDL code is translated into a SIL graph. The two sequence edges pointing to node 4 guarantee that this node always fires after firing of node 1 and node 2, therefore the token of node 4 is always the last received token at the input access point c of node 3. Since node 4 has no condition access point the token is always a non-empty one. Hence, the received value at input c of node 3 is always the value send by node 4. The behaviour of this SIL graph is equivalent with that of the graph in figure 6. From the previous example it is clear that the linear ordering of the fired tokens is essential in SIL. The sequence edge between cond and node 3 is necessary. The ordering between cond and d should be preserved after transformation, hence the sequence edge.

If a node fires an empty token and that token is send to more than one input access point then each input access point determines an arbitrary value for the received empty token. Hence, the values are not necessarily the same.

3. Translation of VHDL to SIL

Each VHDL process suspends execution only if it encounters a wait statement. The extreme situation is reached when a process has no wait statement at all. The translation of such an infinite execution of a process is described in the next paragraph. Thereafter it is shown how a wait statement is added to the translation procedure. Finally it is shown how multiple processes can be translated. For our simple example in chapter 4 it is not necessary to study the translation of multiple processes.

3.1. The translation of a VHDL process without a wait statement

Figure 7 shows a VHDL description without wait statements. This VHDL process will never stop executing. Still this is a very interesting description, since in general a process description can loop multiple times so this

5.3
entity endless is
end endless;

architecture test of endless is
signal c : natural;
begins
  p:process
    variable b : natural;
    begins
      b := b + 1;
      b := b + 1;
      c := c + 1;
      c := c + 1;
    end process;
end test;

Figure 7: VHDL description without a wait statement and the corresponding SIL graph for the process

should be translated to SIL. In figure 7 the VHDL description endless is translated into a SIL graph using a recursive instantiation of node p. This process has two inputs variable b and signal c. In the corresponding SIL graph the execution ordering of the nodes is prescribed by the sequence edges (dashed lines). After the four additions are performed node p is executed again, and this will never stop! In the next chapter it is shown how a wait statement stops the recursive instantiation.

The difference between variables and signals is also apparent in this figure. The first adder in the graph adds 1 to the input value b and assigns it to the assign node (=). (The assign uses the last non empty value, since the add node has no condition access point it is the value of b+1. See explanation of the join in the previous chapter. In the next chapter it is shown that the join makes sense (figure 8.) The second add node again adds 1. The input value of the node p, in graph p, is input value of b plus 2. Since the value of a signal does not change immediately each node uses the input value of c, even the node p. All new values assigned to signal c are joined in the output node c. Remember that this output node will accept the last non empty value.

3.2. The translation of a VHDL process with a wait statement

An infinite execution of a process in a VHDL description results in an infinite recursion of the SIL graph (figure 7). More interesting is the process with a wait statement. For each wait statement in a process a control line is added (ex in figure 8). These control lines are implemented the same way as a variable. The initial values of these control lines are true (this is discussed in the next chapter). This is equal to a VHDL description in which initially each process is executed. The process should execute the statements until it encounters a wait statement. In the SIL graph this is implemented by adding a true condition access points at the nodes for each control line. In the SIL graph the wait statement uses the previous value of a signal to detect an event (a- is the previous value of a).

If input access point ex has the value ‘true’ the nodes of the SIL graph including the node wait are executed. In this wait node the node neg is decorated with a bullet. Since ex has the value ‘true’ this node fires an empty token. The last non empty value received at the assign node is ‘false’. Hence, the value of ex is ‘false’ and the statements after the wait node will not execute. This process has finished its execution at the current delta. Other processes, not shown in the figure, perform similar actions.
entity wait_statement is
port (x, y : in bit;
c, d : out bit);
end wait_statement;

architecture test of
  wait_statement is
signal a : bit;
begin
  p:process
  variable b : natural;
begin
    b := b + 1,
c := c + 1;
  wait on a;
d := d + 1;
end process;
q:process
begin
  a := x and y;
  wait on x,y;
end process;
end test;

Figure 8: VHDL description with a wait statement and the corresponding SIL graph for process p.

After all processes have been suspended the signals are changed at the next delta delay. Now the SIL graphs of the processes are executed with the new signal values. The previously calculated values of the variables and control lines are used. Hence, exe has the value 'false'.

Now two cases are recognised:
• **Signal a is changed.** The SIL graph is executed. Since exe has the value 'false' the first nodes are not executed. This is correct since the process should start with the execution of the statement after the wait statement where it was suspended. In the wait node the node neq fires a 'true' since a- and a are equal (signal is changed) and the value at the condition access point is 'false'. The last received value at the assign node in the wait node is 'true'. Hence, the wait node fires a 'true'. The add node beneath this wait node is executed, and node p is executed. The first nodes in this node p are executed (this is similar in VHDL by running the statements at the top of the process description) until it encounters a wait again.
• **Signal a is not changed.** The SIL graph is executed. The first nodes are not executed due to the false condition of the exe. The wait node is executed, however since a- and a are equal this node fires a 'false'. Hence, the other nodes are not executed. In this case the VHDL process was not executed also.

From the previous it is clear that also the initialisation phase is correctly translated to SIL. It is left as an exercise:
• That the recursive use of node p is easy unfolded since only one extra instantiation of the node is necessary.
• To draw the SIL graph that corresponds with process q in figure 8. In this graph the wait node has to check for an event on x and/or y. In figure 9 the access points of this graph are given.
Until now only one process is translated. Within one delta cycle there is no interchange of information between processes, since the values of the signals are constant. In the next chapter the interaction between processes is discussed. At this level the delta mechanism is described.

### 3.3. Translating multiple VHDL processes to SIL

Like other synthesis tools explicit timing information is not supported for synthesis in our case. Statements like “\( y<=a \) after 10 ns;” are handled like “\( y<=x \);” and a warning is generated. This means that a circuit is stable if no events are generated for the next delta. It is essential to check whether a process has changed a signal or not. If all signals are stable the SIL graph is not executed again. In the SIL graph after each delta the old and new signal values are compared. When a signal is changed the SIL graph is executed again; a recursive instantiation. Figure 9 shows the SIL graph for the VHDL description with the delta delay mechanism of figure 8. In this figure each recursion of node δelta_mechanism is equal to a delta step in VHDL. Hence, the newly generated signal values by the processes \( p \) en \( q \) are input of the next instantiation. During the delta steps the primary input signals are not changed (signals \( x \) and \( y \)). After the first delta these signals are stable and do not force a new delta step. In this example only signal \( a \) can force a new delta step. Thus if the value of the

Figure 10: The top level description.
input access point \(a\) and the generated output value for \(a\) by process \(q\) are different a next delta step is necessary, that results in a recursive call of node delta_mechanism due to the true condition access point.

Now almost the top level description of the SIL graph is described. After the circuit is stable at the current time it should remember the values of the signals and the variables used in processes for the next execution. Furthermore the initial values of objects in VHDL should be taken care off. Both are implemented in SIL using the delay node. Figure 10 gives the top level description. Some remarks:

- **Primary input.** To detect an event on a signal the new and the previous values are required. The delay operator is used for this. The initial value is taken care off by the constant node at the input of the delay operator. Notice that the primary input \(x\) of the node delta_mechanism is connected to \(x\) and \(x\) at the recursive node delta_mechanism, since the processes \(p\) and \(q\) do not assign to both signals.

- **Internal signals and variables in processes.** These objects have to remember there last value. For the initial values again constant nodes are used. Both are implemented with the delay nodes.

- **Control lines for the wait statement.** At the beginning all processes execute. Hence the initial values of the control lines (ex1 and ex2) are ‘true’. After the initialisation the control signals should have the previous values. This assures that a process starts at the wait statement where it was suspended.

4. Example: Different VHDL descriptions of a wire

```vhdl
entity wire is
  port (a : in bit; y : out bit);
end wire;

architecture behaviour_1 of wire is
begin
  p1: process
  begin
    y <= a;
    wait on a;
  end process p1;
end behaviour_1;

architecture behaviour_2 of wire is
begin
  'p2: process
  begin
    y <= a;
    wait on a until a'event;
  end process p2;
end behaviour_2;

architecture behaviour_3 of wire is
begin
  p3: process
  begin
    y <= a;
    loop
      wait on a;
      exit when a'event;
    end loop;
  end process p3;
end behaviour_3;

configuration wire1 of wire is
for behaviour_1
end for;
end wire1;

configuration wire2 of wire is
for behaviour_2
end for;
end wire2;

configuration wire3 of wire is
for behaviour_3
end for;
end wire3;
```

Figure 11: Three architectures with the same behaviour: a 'wire'.

5.7
Three different VHDL descriptions with the same behaviour are given in figure 11. Most synthesis tools can not handle all three VHDL descriptions. Since each architecture contains one process only the SIL graphs of the three processes are shown. Figure 12a gives the SIL graph for process p1. It will be shown that the SIL graphs of the other two process descriptions can be easily translated to the same SIL graph as figure 12a:

- **Process p2** (figure 12b). The node *waitu* detects an event on signal a and if there is an event the condition should be 'true' before it resumes execution. The SIL graph for the node *cond* is again a comparison between a- and a. Hence the SIL graph at
both inputs of the and node (in graph \textit{waitu}) are equal. The graph \textit{waitu} is reduced to the same graph as graph \textit{wait} in figure 12a. With this simple transformation it is shown that the graphs for process \textit{p1} and \textit{p2} are equal.

- **Process \textit{p3} (figure 12c).** In the VHDL description a loop statement is translated into a SIL graph using again a recursive instantiation of the loop, since in general a loop is executed multiple times. There are two condition access points at node \textit{loop}. The true condition access point has the function described earlier. The second condition is caused by the exit statement. If the condition in this VHDL statement is 'true' the loop should not execute again, hence the false condition at node loop (small bullet). Node \textit{loop} is only executed if there is a 'false' at the false condition access point and a 'true' is received at the true condition access point. There is only a 'false' at the false condition access point of the loop if \textit{a} and \textit{a} are equal (graph \textit{exit}). However, in that case the true condition access point always receives a 'false'. Hence, node \textit{loop} in graph \textit{loop} is never executed. The node \textit{loop} can be removed, and the node \textit{exit} also makes no sense anymore. Finally for the node \textit{wait} in the graph \textit{loop} the graph \textit{wait} is instantiated again, and the result is the same as figure 12a.

5. Conclusion

The VHDL synthesis guidelines required by several synthesis tools are often superfluous. This paper shows that it is possible to translate VHDL code to an intermediate format, including the delta delay mechanism. On this intermediate format a number of rather simple transformations are performed. This way it is possible to accept a wide range of VHDL descriptions that. VHDL descriptions with the same behaviour result in the same hardware.

In this paper this is illustrated using three totally different, and indeed exotic, examples of a VHDL description that describe a wire.
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